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Quality education is one of the capital of the country’s progress. The one of important factors in creating quality education are educators, Therefore the government formed the Education Quality Assurance Agency (LPMP) whose job is to guarantee the quality of education by improving the competence and professionalism of educators.

Based on data from the National Exam in 2012/2013, there are still schools with low ratings even lower than the rank the schools in the area. Based on it, the problem’s formulation of this research is to analyze the performance LPMP improve the competence and professionalism of educators in the city of Bandar Lampung. This research is a descriptive study with qualitative approach. Data were collected through interviews, observation and documentation. Data analysis was performed with data reduction, data presentation and conclusion or verification.

In analyzing the performance of LPMP, used three indicators comprise responsiveness, responsibility and accountability. In the responsiveness indicator, performance LPMP less responsive. In responsibility indicator, performance LPMP already responsibel. On accountability indicator, performance LPMP still less accountable.
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